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D. Song, C. W. W. Ng, C. E. Choi*, G. G. D. Zhou, J. S. H. Kwan, and R. C. H. Koo�

��������: The dynamics of debris flows are fundamentally governed by the interaction 

between the solid and fluid phases. However, current approaches used to estimate impact load 

treat debris flow as an equivalent fluid without considering solid/fluid interaction separately 

from other factors.  In this study, a series of centrifuge tests were carried out to investigate 

the influence of interaction between solid and fluid phases on single/surge debris flow impact 

on rigid barrier. The effect of solid/fluid interaction was studied by varying the solid fraction 

of the flows. A model rigid barrier was instrumented to capture induced bending moment and 

impact pressure. Test results demonstrate that the transition from a pile/up mechanism to a 

run/up mechanism is governed by the solid fraction and thus the grain contact stresses. The 

rigid barrier design for the impact with pile/up mechanism is mainly dominated by the static 

load. Contrary to the hydrodynamic approach which assumes that the frontal impact is the 

most critical, the frontal impact of run/up mechanism contributes less than 25% of the total 

force impulse.  The consideration of static loading leads to the development of a new impact 

model with a triangular distribution of the impact pressure.  

"���
���� debris flow; solid fraction; impact; rigid barrier; centrifuge modelling  
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Debris flows comprise mixtures of soil particles saturated in water (Hungr et al. 2014; 

Takahashi 2014). Their complex flow dynamics is governed by the interaction between the 

solid and fluid phases. More specifically, the pore pressure regulates the Coulomb friction 

within and at the boundary of debris flows (Iverson and George 2014). The degree of 

interaction between the solid and fluid phases can partly be represented by the solid fraction 

of the flow. Flows with a larger solid fraction more readily dissipate flow energy from grain 

shearing (Choi et al. 2015b). Despite the availability of studies of solid/fluid interaction on 

debris flows mobility (Iverson et al. 1997; McArdell et al. 2007; Johnson et al. 2012), a 

significant disparity of work has been carried out to understand the effect of solid/fluid 

interaction on impact behaviour.  

The lack of understanding impact of debris flow is reflected in current engineering 

approaches used to estimate impact load. Existing methods predominantly rely on treating 

debris flow as an equivalent fluid. This means that solid/fluid interaction and impact process 

are not considered explicitly. Such load models are convenient for engineering purposes, but 

fail to capture the key impact mechanisms such as run/up and pile/up (Choi et al. 2015a), and 

dead zone formation (Gray et al. 2003). The most commonly accepted model for estimating 

debris flow impact is the hydrodynamic model (Hungr 1984; Kwan 2012; Bugnion et al. 

2012). This model is based on the conservation of momentum, assuming that the peak impact 

load F is generated upon frontal impact and is proportional to the dynamic pressure:  

2F v hwαρ=                                                               (1) 

where α is the dynamic pressure coefficient, ρ is bulk density (kg/m3), v is frontal debris 
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velocity (m/s), h is flow depth (m), and w is barrier width (m). Equation (1) relies on one 

single compensating pressure coefficient to guarantee designs. The pressure coefficient α is 

set somewhat arbitrarily although it is intended to be conservative to account for the current 

lack of understanding of the impact mechanisms and other factors of uncertainty.  

The challenge in bearing further scientific insight on mechanisms of debris flow impact 

lies in the poor temporal predictability of natural flows and their scale/dependent behaviour. 

Geotechnical centrifuge modelling provides a means to overcome some of the scaling 

disparities. Bowman et al. (2010) carried out a series of centrifuge tests using saturated debris 

to investigate the debris mobility and entrainment. The tests to examine “modelling of models 

(Schofield 1980)” confirmed the feasibility of centrifuge for debris flow modelling. The test 

results were compared with the bulk parameters for the field scale debris flows. It is found 

that the centrifuge achieves closer similarity with prototype events compared with the 1g 

small scale modelling. Ng et al. (2016) carried out dry sand and viscous flows impacting rigid 

and flexible barriers in the centrifuge. The different mechanical response of the structures 

under impact was attributed to the nature of the two materials. More specifically, the 

dissipation of the debris kinetic energy was significantly enhanced via the stress/dependent 

friction and debris/barrier interaction. However, only simplified single/phase flows were 

examined and the effect of solid/fluid interaction on impact was not investigated. This makes 

it difficult to extrapolate results to understand the mechanisms of debris flow impact.  

In this study, a series of centrifuge tests are carried out to investigate the effect of 

solid/fluid interaction of debris flow on the response of a rigid barrier. The interaction 

between the solid and fluid phases is achieved by varying the solid fraction of the flow. To 
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ensure similitude with prototype flows, a two/level scaling approach is adopted.  

Furthermore, the load distribution on the rigid barrier is directly linked with the impact 

process of the two/phase flows.  

�&$�'()('����'�#��

Scaling is a powerful tool to link geophysical processes at varying scales (a) to predict the 

outcome of one event from the results of another (Holsapple 1993); (b) to guide the 

experimental design so that the model test outcome matches that of the prototype (Iverson 

2015); (c) to ascertain the key parameters of a certain phenomenon, even though the 

mechanism and material behaviour are not fully understood. In this study, a dimensionless 

group is used to design centrifuge model tests and the tests serve to bear new insight on debris 

flow impact.  

A two/level scaling approach is adopted in this study. In the first level of scaling, the 

absolute stress states between the model and prototype must be correct and centrifuge modelling 

ensures this by elevating the centrifugal gravitational field N times. In the second level of scaling, 

the use of dimensionless groups (Iverson 1997, 2015) ensure that the relative ratios between 

selected stresses (i.e. stresses between the particles and fluid) in a model match those estimated in 

prototype. A two/level scaling approach of the absolute stress states and relative stresses in this 

study is a rigorous, systematic, and cost/effective alternative to large/scale modelling. 

While centrifuge modelling provides well/controlled and well/instrumented testing 

conditions, simplifications are indeed necessary. These simplifications include adopting a uniform 

particle size and Newtonian fluid rheology. Another assumption required is selecting an 
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appropriate prototype flow composition for the centrifuge model. The challenge lies in defining 

the size of fine particles that constitutes the fluid phase and thus influencing the viscosity. Based 

on theoretical considerations, Iverson (1997) assumes that particle diameters less than 0.0625 mm 

should be classified as part of the fluid phase. By contrast, field monitoring results conclude 

particle diameters of up to 2 mm as the solid/fluid phase boundary (Fei et al. 1991). Furthermore, 

scaling between a centrifuge model and its prototype only ensures similarity of the known 

mechanisms, e.g., particle collision by the Savage number and pore fluid pressure dissipation by 

the inertial/diffusional time scale ratio. Mechanisms that are not well understood cannot be taken 

into account. 

Dimensionless group for debris flow characterization 

The Froude number (Fr) is widely adopted for characterising the dynamic similarity in 

channelized granular flows (Chehata et al. 2003; Hauksson et al. 2007; Choi et al. 2014), 

hydraulics (Armanini et al. 2011; Lobovský et al. 2014), and geophysical flows (Hübl et al. 

2009). The Fr macroscopically quantifies the ratio between the inertial and gravitational 

forces and is expressed as follows: 

cos

v
Fr

g hθ
=                                                          (2) 

where g is gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s
2
), and θ is the inclination of the channel. The 

rearrangement of equation (2) leads to a much clearer physical representation of the 

comparison between inertial and gravitational forces:  

2 2
2

cos cos

v v
Fr

g h g h

ρ

θ ρ θ
= =                                                 (3) 
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The square of the Froude number Fr2 > 1.0 denotes supercritical flows, whereas Fr2 < 1.0 

denotes subcritical flows. The Savage number characterises the ratio of stress generated via 

instant grain collision stress and sustained grain contact shear stress and is expressed as 

follows: 

                                                        (4) 

The Bagnold number represents the ratio of stress generated via grain collision stress and 

viscous stress and characterised as follows: 

                  

(5) 

The inertial/diffusional time scale ratio quantifies the inertial to pore fluid pressure diffusional 

time scales and is represented as follows: 

P 2

/

/

l g
N

h kE�
=                                                             (6) 

In above equations, ρs is bulk density of solid grains (kg/m3), ��  is shear rate (1/s), δ is typical 

grain diameter (m), ρf is the bulk density of pore fluid (kg/m
3
), l is flow length (m), υs is 

volumetric solid fraction, " is the dynamic viscosity of pore fluid (Pas), k is intrinsic 

permeability (m2) as a function of υs, and E is bulk compressive stiffness of granular mixture 

(Pa). 

Scaling principle of centrifuge modelling 

Geomaterial behaviour is stress/state dependent (Ng 2014). In other words, if the stress 
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conditions are greatly reduced, soil may undergo dilation rather than an expected prototype 

contractive response. Soil dilatancy or contraction has a significant effect on the pore 

pressures generated. The correct stress state between model and prototype conditions is 

essential to capture the proper response of solid phase and hence the solid/fluid interaction. 

An element in motion within the model develops a velocity scale factor of unity 

(Chikatamarla et al. 2006). Furthermore, based on the conservation of momentum (equation 

(1)), the impact pressure also has a scale factor of unity since both the density and velocity 

have scale factors of unity. The scale factor for the impact force and bending moment reduces 

N
2
 and N

3
 times because of the reduced length scale, respectively (Ng et al. 2016). Scaling 

laws relevant to this study are summarised in Table 1. 

�(#� ��%�(�*$�(''�#��$���(! ����'$&��*+����

Model setup 

The centrifuge tests in this study were carried out at the Geotechnical Centrifuge Facility at 

the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. The 400 g/ton centrifuge has an arm 

radius of 4.2 m (Ng 2014). The tests were performed using a model container with plan 

dimensions of 1245 mm × 350 mm and a depth of 851 mm (Figs. 1(a)&(b)). The slope is 

inclined at 25°, with a channel width of 233 mm (5.2 m in prototype) and a length of 1000 

mm (22.4 m in prototype).  The Perspex of the model container and a partition are used to 

form a channelized slope. A storage container with a volume of 0.03 m3 (model scale) was 

positioned over the slope. The distance between the bottom of storage container and the top of 

the slope is about 500 mm (Fig. 1(b)). The storage container has a hinged door at the bottom. The 
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door can be released in/flight using a hydraulic actuator. Once the container door is released, the 

debris will fall along the channel formed by the three side walls, rather than using a tube, on to the 

slope. The opening of the bottom door is 200 mm × 200 mm. The ratio between the opening size 

and particle diameter adopted in this study is 333, which is much larger than the criterion of 

jamming formation (6, Bowman et al. 2010). The two/phase suspension will consolidate in the 

centrifuge and needs to be released from outside the centrifuge (Bowman et al. 2010) or 

mixed continuously. To resolve this challenge, a customized helical ribbon mixer with a rated 

power of 2.2 kW (Fig. 1(c)) was installed inside the storage container to prevent solid/liquid 

segregation before the in/flight release of the two/phase material. 

A 10 mm thick steel plate, 200 mm in height (4.5 m in prototype) and 233 mm (5.2 m in 

prototype) in width, was installed perpendicularly to the slope surface to model a cantilevered 

rigid barrier. The rigid barrier has a bending stiffness (EI) of 1.88*10
8
 Nm

2
 per meter run in 

prototype and is equivalent to a 0.9 m thick reinforced concrete wall.  

The centrifuge tests were carried out under a nominal g/level of 25g at the base of centrifuge 

platform. The applied centrifugal gravity increases radially outward from the centrifuge axis 

(Schofield 1980; Bowman et al. 2010). At the mid/height of the rigid barrier, the actual g/level is 

22.4g (Fig. 1(b)) and this value is adopted for the conversion of dimensions from model to 

prototype. From the bottom of storage container to the mid/height of rigid barrier, there is a 

difference in g/level of 3.2g (Fig. 1(b)), which corresponds to a 15 % difference from the actual 

g/level. From the bottom to mid/height of the barrier, there is a difference in g/level of 0.7g, 

which corresponds to only 3 % difference from the actual g/level.�
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Instrumentation 

Fifteen sets of semiconductor strain gauges (SGs) were mounted to measure the bending 

moment along the height of the model rigid barrier (Fig. 1(d)). Full Wheatstone bridge SGs 

were installed to compensate for temperature effect. The SGs have a gauge factor of 80 and 

are extremely sensitive.  They are capable of measuring strains larger than 1.5 "ε. An epoxy 

coating was applied on the surface to protect the SGs.  

Five dynamic load cells (range 0/100 N) with a diameter of 12 mm were embedded in the 

rigid barrier (Fig. 1(d)). The load cell surface was flush with the barrier surface. Since the 

impact pressure changes most drastically during the debris frontal impact at the barrier base, 

the lower depths of the rigid barrier was more densely instrumented. 

A high speed camera with a resolution of 1300×1600 pixels and sampling rate 640 frames 

per second was adopted (Fig. 1(a)). The influence of solid fraction on velocity attenuation and 

deposition processes behind the barrier was analysed using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 

analysis (White et al. 2003; Take 2014). Illumination was achieved by using two 1000 W 

LED lights. 

Test programme 

Prior to conducting impact tests, a series of calibration tests without rigid barrier was carried 

out at 22.4 g. The dimensionless group (equation (3)/(6)) was calibrated at the location along 

the channel where the rigid barrier would be installed. Single/surge flow impact tests were 

then carried out. Typical solid fractions for saturated debris flows are larger than 0.4 (Iverson 

and George 2014), and saturated granular materials with a solid fraction larger than 0.8 rarely 
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occur in a flowing state. Laboratory and field evidence indicate that the transition from flood 

to hyperconcentrated flow occurs when the solid fraction achieves a minimum of 3/10% 

(Pierson 2005). To investigate the influence of solid fraction on the debris flow impact 

behaviour, the solid fraction is varied as 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.58 to cover the range from 

flood, two/phase flow, and dry debris avalanches (Fig. 2 and Table 2). The solid fraction of 

the liquid saturated flows was limited to 0.5 in this study because of the limitation of the 

mixing system under elevated gravitational conditions in the centrifuge. Note that in test S, 

the interstitial fluid is air, but nevertheless can still be classified as a saturated flow.  The 

interstitial fluid air has negligible resistance on granular movement (Iverson et al. 2004). The 

debris flows in this study is equivalent to a prototype volume of 170 m
3
. 

Grain diameter and pore fluid viscosity 

The prototype flows in this study are simplified as ideal two/phase flows with pure viscous 

pore fluid and uniform solid grains. The fluid phase represents the water/fine grain mixture 

which flows freely in the modelled grains (solid phase). As aforementioned, the 

dimensionless numbers in centrifuge models should match those in prototype. According to 

the centrifuge scaling laws, the shear rate is scaled by a factor of N, since the velocity and 

linear dimensions scale by unity and 1/N, respectively.  In order to match the state of solid 

phase, the grain diameter δ in Savage number Ns must also be scaled down N times. The 

reduction of the grain diameter in turn reduces the intrinsic permeability k in the 

inertial/diffusional time scale ratio Np. Based on the Hagen/Poiseuille equation, with a 

reduced diameter of N times, the intrinsic permeability k reduces by N2 times. In addition, the 
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empirical relationship between intrinsic permeability and solid fraction reported by Iverson 

and George (2014) is adopted in this study.  

Two approaches are generally used to match the inertial and diffusional time scales in 

centrifuge modelling (Bowman et al. 2010). In the first approach, the prototype pore fluid 

viscosity " is replaced using a fluid with a viscosity N times higher to lengthen the times for 

diffusion by a factor of N2 and inertia by a factor of N in the model, resulting in the same 

overall time as observed under prototype conditions. In the second approach, the particle size 

δ can be scaled by a factor of N0.5 while maintaining the same pore fluid viscosity ". 

Following the Hagen/Poiseuille equation, the intrinsic permeability k is scaled down N times, 

so that both the inertial and diffusional time scales match at 1/N of the prototype time scale. 

In this study, a third approach is proposed, specifically reducing the grain diameter δ and the 

pore fluid viscosity " both by N times. By adopting the third approach, the dimensionless 

group expressed in equation (3)/(6) becomes fully satisfied with prototype conditions. It is 

worthwhile to note that by adopting the third approach the diffusional time scale matches 

inertial time scale at a scale factor of 1/N. This ensures that the loading rate on the structure is 

same as prototype conditions.  

Adopting uniform particles helps to simplify dimensional analysis (Iverson 1997). Leighton 

Buzzard fraction C silica sand is a commonly adopted testing sand in geotechnical engineering 

and comprises fairly uniform and rounded grains with diameters of about 0.6 mm (Choi et al. 

2014). The specific gravity of the sand is 2.679 (Cavallaro et al. 2001) and its internal friction 

angle is 31°. The void ratio for LB sand is roughly measured as 0.6. A prototype fluid phase 
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dynamic viscosity of 0.5 Pa ∙s (Zhou and Ng 2010) was adopted in this study. This 

corresponds to a viscosity of 0.022 Pa∙s (22 times of the viscosity of water) under room 

temperature 20℃ in model scale. The viscous liquid adopted is a solution of water and 

carboxy methyl cellulose (CMC). The density of the viscous liquid closely resembles water 

(1000 kg/m
3
). The two/phase flows in this study are mixed suspensions by external forces and 

they are all on the contractive side. The bulk density of the dry sand held within the storage 

area is about 1530 kg/m
3
 and sand/liquid mixture densities are summarized in Table 4.  

Testing procedures 

Once the model is prepared, the centrifuge was spun up to 22.4 g. Because the interaction 

time was scaled down to 1/22.4 of prototype conditions, a sampling rate of 20 kHz was 

selected to capture the kinematic and dynamic processes. After all the readings are stabilized, 

the storage container door was switch via the hydraulic actuator. The debris materials 

transitioned on to the slope and impacted the barrier. The bending moment, impact pressure, 

and high speed imagery were recorded. Finally, the centrifuge was spun down. The mixer 

remained functioning for the entire test process. It is acknowledged that the Coriolis effect 

influences the mobility of flowing sediments in a rotating system (Bryant et al. 2015; Bowman et 

al. 2012). However, the influence of the Coriolis acceleration diminishes rapidly once the flow 

impacts the barrier because the flow velocity rapidly attenuates through grain contact stresses and 

viscous shearing (Ashwood and Hungr 2016; Choi et al. 2015a; Koo et al. 2016). 
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Microscopic characterisation 

Both the Savage number NS and Bagnold number NB reflect the significance of 

collisional stresses of the granular materials over the grain contact friction and viscous shear 

stresses (Hsu et al. 2014) at the microscopic level. If the threshold reported by Savage and 

Hutter (1989) is adopted, for NS < 0.1, the flows are in a grain contact regime rather than a 

collisional regime. Notwithstanding test S, the viscous effect dominates over grain collision 

according to the threshold reported by Bagnold (1954), specifically NB < 40 to 450. While 

viscous effects are more dominant than grain collisions, it does not necessarily mean that 

viscous effects strongly influence the flow behaviour. This is because grains collision, in fact, 

have a rather minor influence as indicated previously by the NS. The flow regimes 

characterised using the aforementioned dimensionless group (equations (3)/(6)) from 

calibration tests of unobstructed channelized flow are summarised in Table 3.  

Influence of solid fraction on Fr2  

Test results show a sudden drop in Fr2 when comparing pure liquid flow (test L) to a flow 

with 0.2 solid fraction (test SL20, Fig. 2). The abrupt change in Fr
2
 reflects the significant 

effect of the solid fraction on debris mobility. As the solid fraction is increased from 0.2 (test 

SL20), the Fr2 progressively decreases and this implies a lower sensitivity to changes in solid 

fraction. The Fr of natural debris flows rarely exceeds 7.5 (Hübl et al. 2009). Field monitoring of 

the Illgraben catchment in Switzerland shows Fr estimations between 0.4 and 1.4 (McArdell et al. 
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2007). Based on experience in Hong Kong (Kwan et al. 2015), the debris flows in Hong Kong can 

be characterised using Fr of about 3 due to the abundant rainfall with steep natural terrain. 

Furthermore, experimental flows tend to develop relatively high Fr values, specifically 4 for the 

centrifuge modelling of dry sand and high viscosity liquid impact (Ng et al. 2016) and 7 for the 

USGS large/scale flume tests (Iverson 1997). The Fr with solid fractions equal or larger than 0.2 

falls between 4 and 7 in this study. Note all the tests conducted in this study have the same 

potential heads. This indicates the strong effects of solid fraction and solid/fluid interaction in 

regulating the flow behaviour.  

As the solid/fluid mixtures transition towards dry granular flow, an intermediate 

unsaturated flow state must exist. Debris flow fronts usually have higher permeability and are 

unsaturated as the process of particle/size reverse segregation transports coarse particles to 

the free surface and then to the front of a flow (Johnson et al. 2012). Unsaturated flows are 

characterized by enhanced internal shear strength due to the additional contact stress induced 

by the surface tension of water (Fredlund et al. 1978). Here a new dimensionless number Nsuc 

is proposed to quantify the suction effect over frictional shearing and is expressed as follows: 

max

min

2 coss ws
suc

T
N

gh r gh

ψ α

ρ ρ
= =                                                  (7) 

where ψmax is the maximum matric suction (Pa) corresponding to the minimum pore radius 

rmin (m), Ts is the surface tension of water (N/m), and αws is contact angle between water and 

soil. In this study, based on the definition of the maximum induced suction, ψmax for the 

Fraction C sand is about 200 Pa and significantly lower than the shear stresses generated in a 

1/m deep flow. However, once fine particles like clays or silts are introduced into the flows, 
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the effect of suction may no longer be trivial. In saturated flows, fines can migrate freely 

between large particles and the pore fluid viscosity is enhanced accordingly. For unsaturated 

granular flows, the fine contents may form clumps and adhere to the surface of large particles 

(Iverson et al. 2010). Matric suction, inversely proportional to the minimum void radius, acts 

as apparent cohesion. The apparent cohesion, over the flow process, is unlikely disturbed by 

large deformation since meniscus bridges can be re/established. The existence of the suction 

effect can influence flow mobility and impact behaviour by enhancing the shear resistance of 

the flow. Owing to the suction effect, it remains conservative to use a straight (dashed) line to 

connect tests SL50 and S for the general relationship between solid fraction and Fr
2
 (Fig. 2).  

Impact patterns and mechanisms 

PIV analyses are carried out for tests L, SL50, and S (Figs 3(a), (b), (c), and (d)), respectively. 

The flow direction is from left to right. The initial interaction times in this study are reset to 

1.0 s (0.045 s in model scale) as the flow front impacts the barrier. All dimensions are in 

prototype scale unless stated otherwise.  

The pure liquid and two/phase flows in this study show a distinct run/up mechanism, 

while the dry sand flow exhibits a predominant pile/up mechanism (Choi et al. 2015a). The 

influence of solid fraction can be observed on the impact mechanism of dead zone formation 

at the barrier base of Test SL50 and S.  An increase in solid fraction results in more obvious 

and stagnant dead zones. Another influence of the solid fraction can be observed in the final 

deposition heights. Tests L, SL20, SL40, and SL50 have deposition heights that reach the 

crest of the barrier while test S only reaches about half of the barrier height.  The two/phase 
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flows remain well/mixed until a static state was reached. The flowing debris as observed using the 

high/speed camera is uniform in colour along the flow depth, denoting a well/mixed state of the 

debris (Fig. 3(b)). After impact, the debris approaches a static state and a solid/fluid interface 

gradually appears (Fig. 3(c)), denoting the consolidation of the mixture. 

It is postulated that there is a transition from a predominant run/up to pile/up 

mechanisms. To quantify such a transition, a sampling area of 1.5 by 1.5 times of the frontal 

flow depth adjacent to the base of the barrier (Fig. 3(a)) is selected to obtain the mean 

velocity. The mean velocity attenuation with varying solid fractions is compared in Fig. 4. 

The prototype time and velocity are both normalized by a combination of flow length l and 

gravitational acceleration g (Iverson et al. 2004). Debris mixtures with larger solid fractions 

(tests SL40, SL50, and S) reach static conditions before a normalised time of �/��/� = 1.0. 

This demonstrates the dominance of the effect of grain contact stresses. In contrast, debris 

mixtures with lower solid fractions (tests L and SL20) require a longer duration to reach static 

conditions and exhibit higher mean velocity fluctuations during the impact process. The test 

results further corroborate that viscous shearing is less effective at energy dissipation 

compared to grain shear stresses (Choi et al. 2015b; Ng et al. 2016).  

Rigid barrier dynamic response 

The bending moment and impact pressure profiles along the barrier height were captured 

during the entire impact process. The bending moment profiles for tests SL20, SL50, and S 

are shown in Figs 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c), respectively. The time for peak bending moment to be 

generated by the low solid fraction impact is shorter, e.g. 1.2 s for test SL20 (Fig. 5(a)) vs 1.5 
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s for test SL50 (Fig. 5(b)). This is because the low/solid fraction flows are dominated by 

viscous stresses and are less efficient in converting the shear strain into shear stress. 

Consequently, higher mobility and loading rates develop upon impact. The bending moment 

profiles are nonlinear with their maximum values occurring at the barrier base. As run/up 

proceeds, the total force shifts upwards and the bending moment at the lower part of the 

barrier exhibits temporary linearity in test SL50 (t = 1.9 s and 2.5 s, Fig. 5(b)). This indicates 

that the distributed force at the time when the peak bending moment occurs, to a certain 

extent, acts like a point load on the rigid barrier. When the debris approaches a static 

condition, the moment once again becomes nonlinear.  

The peak bending moment distribution for test S (t = 3.1 s) is close to static conditions (t 

= 6.0 s). Results indicate that for larger scale friction/dominated flows, as long as the impact 

mechanism is predominantly pile/up, the static forces on the structure should suffice for 

barrier design. Except test S, a sharp peak bending moment observed in all tests, followed by 

a progressive decline in bending moment at static conditions coincides with the run/up 

mechanism. Whereas a gradual increase in bending moment time history observed in test S is 

consistent with the pile/up mechanism, since the momentum is mainly resisted by the 

previously deposited debris (dead zone).  

The impact peak pressure of test SL20 at the barrier base, load cell P1, occurs 0.3 s after 

the initial impact (Fig. 6(a)). Other load cells along the barrier capture response slightly later 

than P1. Compared to test SL20, test SL50 takes longer for the top load cell to detect an 

impact response (Fig. 6(b)), reflecting the high loading rate resulting from low solid fraction 

flow (L and SL20). After the initial impulse occurring between 1.0/1.2 s, P1 experiences a 
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rapid drop of the peak pressure (1.2/1.8 s), followed by a much milder attenuation (1.8/6.0 s) 

and eventually static condition. The pressure time histories in test SL50 show less fluctuations 

compared to test SL20, which again reflects the efficiency of frictional energy dissipation. 

The impact pressure for test S also exhibits a sharp peak at the barrier base (Fig. 6(c)). 

However, the pressure is quickly suppressed by subsequent flow piling on top. Such a peak 

pressure usually cannot be detected using a single load cell to capture the total force on a rigid 

barrier (Moriguchi et al. 2009; Hübl et al. 2003). The inertial effect of the rigid barrier also 

functions as a filter to remove the short duration impulse loading on the barrier. 

The evolution of pressure profiles at the occurrence of the peak pressure, peak force, and 

peak moment until static conditions are compared (Fig. 7). It can be observed that for 

two/phase flows (Fig. 7(a) and (b)), even during frontal impact, the loading exhibits 

distributions that increase almost linearly with depth. This observation is different from the 

rectangular pressure distributions reported by Cui et al. (2015).  An increasing linear 

pressure distributing with depth (Fig. 7) corresponds to a cubic bending moment profile (Fig. 

5). To cross/check measurements between strain gauges and load cells, the impact pressure of 

test SL50 at t = 2.5 s is integrated twice to deduce the bending moment (Fig. 5(b)). The two 

measurements generally agree well with each other, thus corroborating the reliability of the 

measured impact responses. The pressure distribution of test S shows a first concave then 

convex shape. Such pressure distribution is controlled by the similar debris deposition shape 

during the gradual pile/up. The high correlation between the bending and free surface profiles 

supports that the loading process of test S is gravitational force dominated. 
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Pressure impulse and contribution of frontal impact 

The dynamic pressure coefficient α (equation (1)) can be regarded as a normalized index 

between the measured and theoretical impact pressures. The peak impact pressure at the 

barrier base (load cell P1) is adopted to back/calculate the frontal α value for each test. The 

results are summarized in Table 4. Based on the conservation of momentum, the theoretical 

frontal α value is unity for flowing sediments without a static component acting on the barrier. 

Lobovský et al. (2014) conducted a total of 100 dam/break experiments using water to impact 

a rigid barrier and reported the median value of α of about 1.25. However in this study, the 

results for tests L, SL20, and S are remarkably lower than unity. This is because some degree 

of compressibility exists in the flow. The compressibility can be observed through the 

entrainment of air bubbles (Fig. 3(a)) which may potentially lower the α values.  This is also 

a common phenomenon for the supercritical (Fr > 1) hydraulic flume tests and natural floods. 

In contrast to liquid flows, the bulk compressibility of dry granular flow relies on particle 

rearrangement (contraction) under a high shear rate until static conditions are reached 

(Forterre and Pouliquen 2008; Boyer et al. 2011). The two/phase mixtures (tests SL40 and 

SL50) resulted in α values close to unity. It is postulated that the surface tension of the 

interstitial liquid prevents air from entering the dense granular flows, hence a lower degree of 

compression.  

It is convenient to analyse the impact pressure from the perspective of pressure impulse 

because pressure impulse shows lower variability compared to that of peak impact pressure.  

The pressure impulse is defined as the integral of the pressure over the duration of the impact 

(Peregrine 2003; Lobovský et al. 2014). The integration of pressure can be simplified as a 
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triangle to cover the peak impact area (see example of RSL50 in Fig. 6(b)). In this study, the 

pressure of load cell P1 and P2 are adopted for the pressure impulse. Furthermore, the force 

impulse of the initial impact is the product of the pressure impulse and its relevant impact 

area.  

Likewise, the total impact force on the whole barrier can be derived through summation of 

the pressure distribution along barrier height, and the total force impulse can also be derived 

by integration of force over the impact time. The total impact force/time history and a 

simplified triangular force impulse from test SL50 are shown in Fig. 8. Usually the rise time 

for the triangle is much shorter than the decay time, e.g. 0.9 s vs 5.0 s for test SL50.  

The frontal impact is conventionally regarded as the most severe impact scenario by the 

current design guidelines. In this study, the contribution of frontal impact is quantified using 

the ratio between the frontal force impulse and the total impact impulse. The ratios for the 

pure liquid and two/phase flows impact are listed in Table 4．The ratio for test S is not 

included because the total force impulse is not clear for pile/up mechanism. Due to the 

limited interaction area of frontal impact, it can be observed that the frontal impact impulse 

only contributes less than 25% of the total impact force impulse. In other words, the frontal 

impact scenario is not the critical one for engineering design. A more rational impact scenario 

based on the run/up mechanism is discussed in the next section. 

Critical pressure profiles 

The peak force and peak bending moment are two key parameters for designing retention 

structures. The pressure distributions at the occurrence of the peak force and bending moment 
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at barrier base are further interpreted in this section (Fig. 9). The pressure value is normalized 

by ρv
2
 and the corresponding run/up height normalized by the flow depth h. The pressure 

profiles at peak force are generally triangular distributions with different maximum pressures 

occurring at the barrier base (Fig. 9(a)). Since test SL50 has a solid fraction closest to natural 

debris flows, this pressure profile is adopted for interpretation. The triangular profile of 

interest can be represented by 0.9 ρv2 and 4.6 h. The area of the triangle characterises the total 

impact load. Test SL50 has a total impact force of about 2.1 ρv
2
hw. According to the 

conservation of momentum, the theoretical impact force is ρv2hw for pure fluid.  The part 

higher than unit ρv
2
hw denotes the static deposition load behind the barrier.  

The profile of test SL50 at peak bending moment is triangular and can be represented by 

0.7 ρv2 and 5.4 h (at peak bending moment). The total force at peak bending moment time 

(1.9 ρv
2
hw) is slightly lower than the peak force. As the run/up proceeds, the acting point to 

the barrier base (1.8 h) is higher than that of the peak force (1.5 h), implying a longer moment 

arm for the peak bending moment.  

Apart from the static deposition, the pressure distribution patterns are also highly 

influenced by the structure type. Cui et al. (2015) reported the pressure distributions during 

the debris flowing around a rigid post, with a rectangular frontal pressure distribution and an 

inverse trapezoid (higher pressure at free surface) for the subsequent flows. The drag force 

acting around the obstacle near the free surface can be higher than the basal load induced by 

the static component, resulting in an inverse trapezoidal pressure distribution. Note that the 

rigid barrier in this study does not allow drag forces to develop around it. The purpose of a 

post/like structure is not to fully retain the debris, but rather to dissipate the kinetic energy. 
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Hence, the run/up mechanism and triangular pressure distribution do not apply to individual 

obstacles.  

Conventional load models (e.g. equation (1)) assume the impact load acting on unit flow 

depth h is the most severe and the influence of other factors have been included using a 

dynamic pressure coefficient α higher than 1.0. Such impact models cannot link the loading 

resulting from debris impact process. Based on the measured pressure distributions in this 

study (Fig. 9(a) and 9(b)), a triangular load model when the peak force and bending moment 

occur is proposed. The model considers run/up for barrier type structures (Fig. 9(c))  

20.5 ' )( )(F v hwα ρ β=                                                      (8) 

where α’ is the dynamic pressure coefficient considering the debris run/up and β is the run/up 

height normalized by the flow depth h. The total forces calculated based on equation (8) and 

equation (1) are the same, which means α = 0.5α’β. However, equation (8) can clearly depict 

the distribution of the load based on physical test results. Consequently, the bending response 

can also be deduced. This ultimately allows the optimisation of debris/resisting barriers. The 

pressure distributions generated during the peak force and peak bending moment are triangular in 

shape. The maximum pressure of the triangular distribution is lower than the measured peak 

pressure during frontal impact. For tests exhibiting a predominantly run/up mechanism, the 

deduced α’ values are less than unity. This is because the momentum upon impact is transferred 

vertically along the barrier, rather than as concentrated loading at the base of barrier. Due to the 

enhanced effects of solid fraction on energy dissipation and debris mobility, the Fr decreases as 

the solid fraction increases (Fig. 2). Furthermore, debris impact comprises both the static 

component contributed by gravity and the dynamic component contributed by inertia, and the Fr 
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is required to directly quantify the influence of the static or gravitational component (Armanini et 

al. 2011; Hübl et al. 2009). The α’ value increases as the Fr decreases (Table 4), attributing to the 

increasing contribution of static load and solid fraction.  

Wendeler (2016) proposed a pressure/surge load model for the design of flexible barriers. This 

model considers the filling process of debris flow and assumes multiple surges of impact. Each 

surge contributes both static and dynamic components of the impact and after impact results in a 

static load on the barrier. Furthermore, the stiffness of flexible barrier is not considered. Therefore, 

the model could also be applicable for rigid barriers (similar to Kwan 2012). However, the load 

model in this study only considers the pressure evolution for single/surge impact. The major 

difference between the models of this study and Wendeler (2016) is the implicit inclusion of static 

loading during the impact process. As a result of the static load, the dynamic pressure coefficient 

is a function of the Fr. 

�$#�'%��$#��

A series of debris flow tests studying impact were carried out using the centrifuge. The 

stress/state of the soil and solid/fluid stresses were appropriately scaled according to 

prototype debris flows. The solid fraction was varied to study the interaction between solid 

and liquid phases. Based on the captured impact kinematics and dynamic response of the 

barrier, the following conclusions may be drawn: 

a)� Pure liquid and two/phase flows develop a run/up mechanism. Whereas, dry granular 

flow exhibits a pile/up mechanism. The transition from run/up to pile/up mechanisms is 

influenced by the increasing solid fraction. Larger solid fractions lead to increased grain 
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contract stresses. Consequently, more stable dead zones form and less pressure 

fluctuations occur during the impact process. 

b)� The influence of solid fraction is also reflected by the loading rate on the rigid barrier. 

The close time between the occurrence of the peak pressure, peak force, and peak 

bending moment in the low solid fraction flows (test L and SL20) denotes a higher 

loading rate and mobility. Whereas the dry granular flow, test S, is characterized by the 

longest delay between the peak pressure and peak force. The coincidence between peak 

force and peak bending moment time indicates the dominance of the grain contract 

stresses and static load in the pile/up mechanism. This implies that the static force on the 

structure should suffice for barrier design with pile/up mechanism. 

c)� Tests exhibiting a run/up mechanism shows that the contribution of the frontal impact 

impulse is lower than 25% of the total force impulse, regardless of the variation of the 

solid fraction. This implies that the frontal impact is not the most critical impact scenario 

for the debris flow developing a run/up mechanism and further corroborates the necessity 

to consider the impact mechanism when investigating debris/barrier interaction.  

d)� A new impact load model with consideration of run/up mechanism is proposed for 

debris/structure interaction. The load model adopts a triangular load distribution with the 

maximum pressure occurring after the peak frontal impact pressure. A triangular load 

distribution highlights the static deposition contribution in the peak impact force and the 

efficiency of frictional energy dissipation for dense two/phase flows. The proposed 

impact model enables the bending moment acting on a rigid barrier to be deduced.  
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(c) top view of the helical ribbon mixer system; (d) front face of rigid barrier and instrumentation. 

���6�, Influence of solid fraction υs on square of Froude number Fr
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���6�4�Observed interaction kinematics for tests (a) L, peak force; (b) SL50, peak force; (c) SL50, static 

state; (d) S, peak force. 

���6�.�Influence of solid fraction on the mean velocity attenuation. 

���6�-�Bending moment profiles at the critical time (i.e. peak pressure, force, and bending moment) for 

tests (a) SL20; (b) SL50; (c) S. 

���6�2�Measured impact pressure time history for tests (a) SL20; (b) SL50 with pressure impulse of P1; (c) 

S. 

���6�/ Impact pressure profiles at the critical time (i.e. peak pressure, force, and bending moment) for 

tests (a) SL20; (b) SL50; (c) S 

���6�5�Simplification of force impulse for test SL50 

���6�3�Impact pressure profiles at the critical time (a) peak force; (b) peak moment; (c) simplified impact 

model 
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